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Meeting the Challenges

I hope this finds all of you safe
and well with all that has been
going on. Wow, what a spring
season! I’m not sure the crop
has ever gone in at the pace it
did this past spring. We were
very fortunate to have the
recently updated agronomy
facilities to get you in and
Dean Thernes
out in record time. We look
forward to serving the balance
President/CEO
of your crop growing needs
and assisting you in maximizing your yields. Be sure
to talk to the agronomy team about tissue sampling and
feeding your crop thru the growing season and finishing
strong with a fungicide.

We are again very fortunate to have one of two Regional
Winfield United Answer Plots north of Battle Creek. Many
field trials have started and we will be happy to show you
the results as the year progresses. It is a great opportunity
for growers and our staff to learn and follow the latest
and different research studies right here in our back yard.
Mark your calendar for August 25 to join us for one of two
educational opportunities that day.

Our fiscal year end ended in November and highlights were
covered at the virtual annual meeting. Some highlights
were sales of $151 million and local savings of $784,248.
Total net savings were $3,222,283. Your board of directors
elected to return 50% of the local savings back to you as
member owners in cash and 50% as qualified equity credits.
They also retired equity and returned $1,054,441 by age 68
and business years 1995 and 1996. The total cash paid out
was $1,411,088 to the member-owners of Farmers Pride.
$1.9 million in capital improvement were also invested
this past year.

Last year at this time we recognized the challenges
agriculture was facing. Not only do those challenges
continue to exist today, they are even more intense this
year. Farmers Pride recognizes these challenges and
remains committed to adding new assets that bring value
to you and the company. You are an owner of Farmers
Pride and part of the bigger overall cooperative system that
many times is taken for granted. Farmers Pride’s mission
is to continue to support agriculture and communities we
live and serve.

Your board of directors is reviewing at a few projects that
will continue to enhance your operations; look forward to
announcements soon.
Recent energy market has given many the opportunity to
lock in some nice savings on energy prices for this year and
for some even into 2022. We are proud to be able to bring
energy programs to assist your farming operations while
bringing you the highest quality products available in the
industry. Your energy team has most of the tanks filled in
the country and they are ready to service your irrigation
needs if you must run the wells.

We appreciate your patience as we have taken steps at our
locations to try to keep everyone safe this past year. This
has been difficult time for all of us and the hope of returning
to normal is now upon us. Let us hope health concerns
remain minimal going forward. Please let us know if you
are in need of any special needs or arrangements that we
can assist with you and your operation.

Finally, a big thanks to our employees for their dedication
and commitment to taking care of the you, the customer
this spring. We understand you have choices of where you
elect to do business; but as always, thank you for your
business and have a safe summer!!!
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Carbon Sequestration/CreditWhat is this about?

Truterra, a subsidiary
of farmer-owned Land
O’Lakes,
launched
a
carbon
credit
program this winter.
The program, called
TruCarbon, “will help
farmers generate and
Dave Spencer
sell carbon credits to
Sales & Marketing Manager
private sector buyers,”
said the company. Farmers Pride is a member of Land
O’Lakes.
Producers can generate the credits through practices such
as no-till and cover crops, then use Truterra technology to
verify the results through soil testing and other methods.
Truterra said its data platform provides “a powerful soil
health planning suite of tools to help them decide what is
best for their business while optimizing their fields’ carbon
credit potential.”
“TruCarbon is providing farmers new opportunities to be
recognized and rewarded for their stewardship, creating
new revenue opportunities for farm families as they adopt
soil health practices, and increasing the focus on carbon
storage in crop fields,” said Land O’Lakes chief executive
Beth Ford.
In its early stages, so far, a small fraction of U.S. farmers
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have pursued contracts for capturing carbon in the soil
– an incentive for climate mitigation. Companies that
sell carbon credits to entities trying to offset their own
greenhouse gas emissions say that the market is still in its
infancy and prices will become more robust as demand
rises.
The carbon credits created when carbon is sequestered are
sold to those who are trying to reduce their own carbon
emissions, such as manufacturers and airlines. Growers
who adopt practices such as cover crops or minimum
tillage can remove from 0.2 to 1.5 tons of carbon per acre
per year.
“The good news is there is growing demand for these
services,” said Land O’Lakes vice president Jason Weller
at a farm conference last month. “We need to have more
consistent demand and larger demand” to put carbon
markets on steady footing. A Land O’Lakes subsidiary,
Truterra, announced a deal early this year in which
Microsoft paid $20 per ton for carbon sequestration.
To capture carbon, growers often are required to adopt
practices such as cover crops, diversified crop rotations,
less or no tillage, and less use of fertilizer or more precise
applications of it. Advocates of cover crops say they carry
benefits of their own, such as lower fertilizer and herbicide
costs or modest increases in yields from improved soil
health.
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10 Questions to Ask Before Signing
a Carbon Contract
Q: What is the company’s motivation?
A: The carbon market is becoming crowded by all manner
of companies, new and old, publicly and privately held.
When selecting a carbon partner, ask yourself why they are
in the carbon business in the first place.
Q: What, exactly, are they seeking to buy from you?
A: There are carbon credits, and there are rights to future
carbon credits. The same management practices that have
been stockpiling carbon in soils for years to create credits
will continue to create more of those in the future if those
practices continue. Assume your carbon is like any other
annual “crop” and make sure you know if you are selling
this year’s crop, contracting for crops in a future year, or a
little of both.
Q: What will be expected of you?
A: The journey from farm management practice to boughtand-sold carbon credit involves multiple steps including
quantifying, verifying, aggregating and maintaining. These
steps require time, effort and resources. Be sure you know
which of these steps will be your responsibility, and thus
your cost.
Q: What counts?
A: The carbon market is designed to encourage the
reduction of current and future levels of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere by lowering carbon emissions and
increasing carbon removals. While the market continues
to evolve, most carbon buyers are seeking assurances that
they are helping pay for practices that would not have
happened without an active carbon market in place. This
concept is called additionality. If you have been doing a
particular practice for a long time, it may or may not qualify
as additional.
Q: What are you committing to and for how long?
A: The nature of long-term climate change requires longterm solutions. Farmers seeking to engage in carbon
markets need to determine what they must do, and for how
long, to participate. Many contracts can have long tails that
require recordkeeping or practice maintenance long after a
carbon sale occurs, in order to document permanence and
durability of the carbon reduction.

Q: What are your recourses if something goes wrong?
A: Farming is full of surprises and it is rare that everything
goes to plan. Despite all best intentions, Mother Nature
plays the last card. Many carbon market players understand
there will always be circumstances outside of a farmer’s
control, so make sure you get full details on what is and is
not your responsibility should something go awry.
Q: Who owns your data?
A: Carbon markets are proving once again that there is value
in farm data. Find out what happens to your data after you
share it for carbon market purposes. Who owns it? What
else can be done with it? Is your permission required?
Q: When and how will you get paid?
A: Carbon is a long game. Sometimes the money comes
upfront. Sometimes it comes later. Find out when you can
expect payment, and in what form, whether cash, credits
toward product purchases, or cryptocurrency. Ask your tax
professional about the implications as well.
Q: Are there strings attached? Is exclusivity required?
A: Carbon offerings can take many forms, including both
outcome-based programs (you figure out what you’re going
to do and the results get measured) or specific protocols
(someone else tells you what to do and the results get
verified.) Know which one you’re looking at, and factor
in the costs of any products or practices that are required
in order to participate. You also may or may not be able
to qualify for multiple programs, and some farmers may
be more comfortable “test driving” different practices and
programs on only a portion of a particular field or farm
vs. going all-in on any single carbon program or single
management approach.
Q: How transparent is the process? How flexible?
A: Maybe you’re more hands off and are comfortable
sharing data with a company in return for carbon credit
incentives. Or maybe you’re more hands on and interested
in trying different management practices to see which spur
more increases in soil health and productivity as well as
deliver more potential carbon revenue. Whatever your
style, find a carbon partner who offers you a comfortable
level of transparency and opportunity for engagement.
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Next Stage in Crop Protection

As we transition from planting
and pre emerge crop protection
products into post emerge
spraying, there are a few
things we need to remember
and other operations that can
add bushels to our final yields.

you are left with little options unless you have a pivot to go
through. Tissue sampling at the V5 growth stage is a great
way to determine what nutrients are deficient in your crop.
A sample of about 35 leaves are gathered per sample and
sent into a lab for analysis. We get the results back pretty
quickly and can come up with a recipe that will meet the
crops needs.

The crops have emerged out
of the ground and hopefully
the early herbicides are doing
their jobs but as we all know that is not always the way it
goes. If a field hasn’t had enough rain to incorporate the
herbicide and activated it or if some weeds were already
up and just not seen, we could experience weed escapes.
Now is the time you need to start looking at your fields
to determine if and when a post application of herbicide
is needed and when I say start looking at your fields, I
don’t mean the 50 mile per hour drive by field inspection.
Almost everyone has a four-wheeler to use to ride through
your fields and really look at them. Do it once a week, on
the same day each week. This will allow enough time to
pass to notice changes in the crop and any pest that may
be there.

As the summer progresses, one operation I really
recommend growers to look at is an application of
fungicide. For me, an application of fungicide to soybeans
in the R3 growth stage is automatic. With the increase in
commodity prices, it doesn’t take but 2 bushels to more
than pay for the product and application. I have rarely seen
soybeans do less than that after the fungicidal application.

Early inspections should concentrate on weed and insect
problems. If you planted into a standing cover crop, there
could be a possibility of cutworm. Early weed escapes
could be just about anything but some we have seen are
Downy Brome, Marestail, Pennycress or the Mustards.
We are also seeing some of the grasses break through
as well. Soon, if not already, we’ll see more broadleaf
weed coming. Lambsquarter, velvetleaf and the dreaded
waterhemp and palmer amaranth. These need to be sprayed
before they reach 4 inches. If you have a smart phone in
your pocket the weeds are taller than that you’re getting
too late. The phone is 6 inches tall. When spraying a post
emerge herbicide, there are some newer products that can
be added to the blend that can give your yield a boost. Five
to ten years ago I would have called these products a snake
oil and told you to not bother, but there are some very good
products now that don’t cost much and can really do a
good job.

Earlier I mentioned taking tissue samples and how this is
an excellent tool to determine what nutrients are adequate
in the plant and which are deficient. In past years we have
seen quite a trend of deficiencies in boron, manganese
and copper. To correct any deficiencies, we carry a
foliar fertilizer called Max-In. This comes in numerous
different formulas such as Max-In ZMB or Max-In Copper
along with others. These can be added to just about any
post herbicide application and does an excellent job of
correcting the nutrient deficiencies.

Bob Pollack

Battle Creek
Agronomy Sales

Before I recommend using a fungicide on corn, I ask
what hybrid is your corn. Some hybrids have a very high
response to fungicide. Treating these is a no brainer. Some
hybrids have a moderate response while other have a low
response to fungicides. I recommend treating those with
the moderate response. Don’t bother treating a hybrid with
a low response unless you have a disease problem. Then
treat if the disease is above the economic threshold.

With the increase of the commodity prices, it doesn’t take
an increase of many bushels to cover the cost of using
some of these products that have proven to increase yields.
I encourage you to look at trying some of them. Leave
check stripes and take yield checks between the treated and
the control. Take advantage of these prices, I’m sure they
won’t last that long.

If a side dress application fertilizer is in your plans, I would
rather see you get it on a little to early than to late. If the
crop is getting on the tall side and we have a week of rain,
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Energy News and Markets Prices, Pipelines and Weather!

Let’s start with our update in June of 2020. In this space,
our headline read, “(-$37) for a Barrel of Oil? Are you
kidding me?” We know that crazy price lasted just a few
minutes, but the true demand destruction that occurred a
year ago due to the Pandemic was real and it was felt across
the world economy.
Less demand meant less production and refineries were
running only about 67% of production a year ago. Today
refineries are back up to 86% with demand picking up
for gasoline and jet fuels. Normal operating capacity is
between 91-93%.

The pipeline is 40” in diameter and carries 3 million barrels
of product (a barrel represents 42 gallons) equating to 126
million gallons of product a day! It supplies nearly 20% of
the product in the United States.
Cities such as Atlanta, GA and Charlotte, NC have no
refineries nearby, hence they are totally dependent upon this
pipeline for most of their energy needs. When the Colonial
has issues, such as this recent event or disruptions from
spills/accidents/extended power outages, fuel needs are
trucked in as far as seaport terminals in Jacksonville, FL or
Wilmington, NC.

With the uptick in demand, one would expect prices to
increase, and they have. A quick comparison to a year ago
and 19 months ago;
RubyFieldmaster
10% Ethanol Super Unleaded
Oct 14, 2019 $2.35
Oct 14, 2019 $2.54
May 14, 2020 $1.27
May 14, 2020 $1.70
May 14, 2021 $2.50
May 14, 2021 $2.84
As you can see, prices have increased obviously from a
year ago when so much demand had been reduced. As you
would expect, prices did rise with demand coming back on
board, and have exceeded where prices were a year and a
half ago but maybe not by as much as one remembers back
in the fall of 2019.

Pipelines

Pipeline Fun Facts; the speed in which pipelines pump
product, is about the same speed as a human being taking a
leisurely walk, between 4 and 5 mph!
Pipelines were on top of the news stories last month,
with the cyber-attack on the Colonial Pipeline. With that
incident, it is a good time to review with you how pipelines
serve the US energy needs.
Colonial Pipeline
The Colonial Pipeline runs over 5,500 miles, beginning in
the Houston area, pumping finished oil products (gasoline,
diesel fuel, aviation fuel) picking up product from the New
Orleans refineries and ending up at the Port of New York
and New Jersey.

Midwest Energy Pipelines
Most of our energy needs in northeast Nebraska are
serviced by two pipeline systems, the NuStar and Magellan
Pipelines. We will focus in on the NuStar system.
The NuStar Pipeline system starts in southern Kansas and
ends in Jamestown, ND. It transports gasoline, diesel fuel
and propane from three refineries in Kansas, and it can also
receive product from refineries in Oklahoma and Texas.

I n t h e F i e l d , o n yo u r F a r m , i n yo u r C o m m u n i t y
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The NuStar pipeline is much smaller than the Colonial
Pipeline, measuring 8” in diameter and from Yankton to
Jamestown, only 6” in diameter. It moves at about the same
speed as the Colonial, 4-5 mph.
The Advantages of Being Aligned with a Cooperative

the large market.
WTI crude oil price and onshore rig count
June of 2019, the benchmark of West Texas Intermediate
(WTI) crude oil average spot price dropped from $58
dollars/barrel in January 2020 to $29 in March and $17
in April 2020. This sharp decline in the oil price had a
significant effect on drilling activity in the North America,
lowering the land rig count stood to 362 rigs, down from
1,129 in 2016! Today, the number of rigs is up to 512, so
the higher prices for oil is bringing on more drilling activity.

Weather and Propane Outlook

Refiner
We mentioned this last year in this space-you, the ag
producer, own two refineries! And there are immense
benefits to this ownership. Thru your ownership of Farmers
Pride, you have a direct connection via the NuStar Pipeline
with the CHS-Cenex Refinery in McPherson, KS (the
second CHS-Cenex refinery is near Billings, MT). Not
only does Farmers Pride receive patronage dividends from
these assets, but we also receive very dependable supply.
The demand destruction we had in 2020, many refineries
slowed production by 30%, potentially causing diesel
supply concerns right during spring planting in the Midwest.
However, CHS-McPherson maintained production to ensure
fuel supply during the spring planting demand in 2020.
Supply, Demand and What it Means for Markets
In mid-May Brent Crude touched $70/barrel; you must go
back to March 8, 2021 to find that number. Brent Crude
is traded around the world outside of the US. US Crude
Market quotes the West Texas Intermediate Crude number.
In mid-May it was $65/barrel.
We are now heading to the top 10% of the 5-year price range,
and that has been a red flag warning in the past. Inflation
is on the rise everywhere you look as the Federal Reserve
turns a blind eye to any thought of slowing the problem
down. US air travel continues to rebound pointing evidence
to heavy summer gas/fuel demand as the economy returns
to some sense of normalcy in the US and Europe. India
continues to struggle with Co-Vid 19 tampering demand in
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Locally the last three years we have been hit with what
same say might be once-in-a-lifetime experiences! 2019
floods, 2020 Pandemic and this year the worst cold snap
felt by the midwest and south might have ever experienced.
With temperatures dipping to -9 degrees in places like
Oklahoma City, much of our energy infrastructure was
affected. Simply stated, the operation of refineries and
oil exploration equipment is not prepared to operate in
such cold conditions. Northern refineries (units north of
Oklahoma) were able to operate under these extreme
Midwest Energy Pipelines
Most of our energy needs in northeast Nebraska are
serviced by two pipeline systems, the NuStar and Magellan
Pipelines. We will focus in on the NuStar system.
The NuStar Pipeline system starts in southern Kansas and
ends in Jamestown, ND. It transports gasoline, diesel fuel
and propane from three refineries in Kansas, and it can also
receive product from refineries in Oklahoma and Texas.
The NuStar pipeline is much smaller than the Colonial
Pipeline, measuring 8” in diameter and from Yankton to
Jamestown, only 6” in diameter. It moves at about the same
speed as the Colonial, 4-5 mph.
What does all of this mean for you?
One would expect prices to move higher, but how much
is hard to tell. We are already at prices we saw before
the Pandemic and worries of inflation are on the horizon.
As the world economy picks up, energy demand will
as well, ultimately be driving up prices. If crude supply
continues to expand, it should help keep energy prices in
check. Remember, contracting tools are available for you
to take advantage of through the 2022 year. Please check
with Farmers Pride for daily prices of future contracts and
any other questions you have when it comes to the energy
markets!
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WHERE TO CALL???
Battle Creek
402-675-2375

Tank Wagon, Semi-loads, Contract Pricing
Ewing
402-626-7997

Oakland
402-685-5293

- or your nearest Farmer’s Pride location

Home Heat, Livestock Heat, Contract Pricing
- Best to call when tanks reach 25%

Battle Creek
402-675-2375

Ewing
402-626-7997

Oakland
402-685-5293

- or your nearest Farmer’s Pride location

Bulk Oil, Packaged Oil, DEF Fluid, Antifreeze

Snyder Lube Warehouse
402-568-2222

Battle Creek
402-675-2375

Ewing

402-626-7997

Oakland

402-685-5293

- or your nearest Farmer’s Pride location

Propane Contracting and Summer Fill

Be sure to lock in your propane costs for the year with a fixed-price contract. Cash, 15 cents down or budget plans all available
for 2020-21. Additionally, get your tank filled this summer with our Summer Fill Program-the best time to fill tanks while
summer prices are down and supply is plentiful.

Useful Propane Information

When your tank level reaches 20-25% it’s time to order propane!

Average Home Usage Rate: 5 gal/day
Furnace: 800 gal/year
Cooking: 50 gal/year

Clothes Dryer: 100 gal/year
Hot Water Heater: 400 gal/year

• Tanks are filled to 85% to allow for expansion of gas • If a tank reaches 0%, a leak test is required with an adult present

If you smell gas, leave the area immediately. If it is safe to do so, shut off the gas. Report the leak to your local
Farmers Pride office. Do not return to the building.

Battle Creek (800) 233-6679

Oakland (877) 259-3895

Ewing (402) 626-7997
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Human Resources & Safety

Happy Chemicals?? You may think of this term as the stuff that will best grow your crop. In the
world of HR, we think of these as the body’s natural chemicals – that make your mind, body, and
spirit feel good and grow. In the past few months, I’ve been receiving questions & asking myself
questions about various topics such as work stress, life stress, boundaries, mindfulness, and self-care.
Our lives are busy and more stressful than ever before. As humans, we are always working towards a
state of growth and balance between our minds, bodies, and spirit. Mindfulness experts believe that
generally our happiness is determined by three areas: genetics, habits, and goals.

Dawn Pochop

Human Resources
Did you know that boundaries are a huge aspect of creating the balance we need for self-care? Internal
& Safety Manager
boundaries dictate how you treat and think of yourself. If you ignore your internal boundaries and
self-care, and believe every negative thought you have about yourself, you will feel drained physically and emotionally and
your happy chemicals will be depleted.

External boundaries are applied to everyone and everything else in your
life. If there are situations and people who are draining your happiness,
how can you expect yourself to grow and be better? Not having
healthy boundaries allows you to ignore your needs through numbing
behavior such as addiction, depression, overdrinking, overspending,
procrastination, people pleasing, and unhealthy relationships.
Creating healthy boundaries means you are taking responsibility for
yourself, your feelings, and your energy rather than allowing yourself to
be shoved around by everyone else’s priorities. Boundaries like water,
don’t need to be fixed and rigid to work. They just need to exist and flow
toward ways that serve you best and away from anything that doesn’t.
So - how do we apply our HAPPY CHEMICALS? Just as you would
when applying fertilizer to your field, it requires some time, attention
and commitment.
• Establish & manage your boundaries (internal & external)
• Be active. Exercise daily in addition to your regular job.
• Get a good night’s sleep.
• Spend time with friends & family.
• Create and strive towards goals.
• Show gratitude & kindness towards others.
If there comes a time when you feel you are again out-of-balance and
falling into old habits, recognize that it happened and start to feed yourself
again. Look for the lesson, and set a goal. Remember there is no failing,
only learning. Stay like the water choose to flow with what serves your
purpose and energy best and don’t feel guilty for your self-care.
“We live where our attention is. When we direct our attention fully to the
present moment, we are fully alive.” Eknath Easwaran.
Boundary content acknowledgment: Victoria Leek, Life Coach & Blogger
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8.

Mindfulness

Appreciation for others. Say Thank you.
Appreciation for self. YOU are enough!
Slow down for 3 minutes.
Help someone for 5 minutes
Be the smile you want to see
Set an intention for your day
Let things go that are holding you back.
Stand still for one minute – enjoy your
surroundings using all 5 senses.
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China Scrutiny of Corn Imports Spurs
U.S. Cargo Cancellations
China is clamping down on some corn imports amid concern that overseas purchases have spiraled out of control, prompting
several feed mills to cancel their U.S. cargoes.
Chinese customs authorities are restricting imports into free trade zones, which are not counted toward an official annual
purchase quota, according to people with knowledge of the matter. The total U.S. corn cancellations are estimated to be less
than 1 million tons, said two of the people, who asked not to be identified as the matter is private.
The crackdown is targeted at businesses that have set up blending facilities in the free trade zones, according to the people.
These facilities allow the firms to mix the imported corn with other raw materials to produce livestock feed that enable them
to profit from zero-tariff imports, the people said. Calls to Chinese customs outside business hours went unanswered. Those
canceled shipments are a small amount compared to more than 20 million tons of American corn that China has purchased
this season. The Asian nation has been a key source of demand for the grain to feed its recovering hog herd, helping to push
prices to multiyear highs. Imports from the U.S. have soared as Beijing also seeks to fulfill its trade deal commitments.
China allocates annual corn import quotas to state and private firms. State-owned Cofco Corp. may at times receive an
allowance to buy an additional amount that it resells domestically to private mills or to replenish state reserves. The quotas
for 2021 are set at 7.2 million tons. Imports outside the quota are possible, but may incur tariffs of up to 65% of the purchase
price. Shipments into bonded zones are exempt from duties.
The proliferation of businesses that are shipping corn into bonded zones and blending them for animal feed has alarmed
authorities, who are seeking to control imports and maintain the quality of feed products.
Last month, Shandong province shut down a feed producer located at a local bonded zone after its product was found to have
fallen short of protein requirements. The plant mainly blended corn with a low amount of distillers dried grains, or DDGS,
said one of the people.
All the cancellations will be of old U.S. corn crop from the 2020-21 marketing year, the people said. More than 15 million
tons of American corn have been purchased for state stockpiles from old and new crops, two of the people said.
-- By Bloomberg News
With assistance from Kim Chipman and Michael Hirtzer.
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Profit Focused vs. Price Focused

Here I sit, before Memorial Weekend and I see December
corn prices have fallen from $6.38 a bushel to $5.00 and
November beans have fallen from $14.61 to $13.25, and
I wonder what prices will be like in July? Will weather
impact my yield potential? Will inflation fears still grip
money managers decisions on what markets to be involved
in? Will COVID 19 be a distant memory? How will
governmental tax policies effect my estate? All are valid
concerns, and all are outside our ability to control. All
these variables, as well as the grain markets, are variables
which cause us to react to new information. What to do if
anything.

the market continues to rally you have additional bushels
to sell at higher prices. You get to feel all warm and fuzzy
inside as you make additional sales that are profitable as
well. Fourth, you will be in more frequent contact with
Farmer’s Pride, as you place your offers to sell those
additional bushels. More frequent communication in times
of uncertainty helps to reduce the anxiety that sometimes
accompanies the grain marketing decisions. Finally, focus
your attention on your operation, not Chicago. Focus on
profitability first and not price alone. You are raising a
crop in your field to sell; you are not trading a commodity
on a futures exchange.

With the increased volatility in the futures market,
price swings and price ranges are much larger than they
historically have been, however, that doesn’t mean that
they are not strategies to helps us with our marketing
decisions.

Visit with your location’s grain staff as to what type of
contracts work best in the price environment that we find
ourselves in. For example, the minimum price contract
is when you forward contract bushels and then Farmer’s
Pride pays an option premium, that is deducted from your
forward cash selling price, to buy a call option that will
reward you IF the market should rally. On the other hand,
if the market does not rally the option premium could go to
zero. This is only one of several contracts that are available
to you for your marketing decision.

First, in times of extreme price values and movements,
reduce the size of the bushels in your selling strategies.
Instead of selling 25% or 33% or all your production at
one time, reduce the size of bushels to 10%. 3 years ago,
in our Managed Soybean contract that was $1.21 above
the November futures price on October 1st, we had made
13 different sales that year to attain that advantage. By
reducing the size of your sales, you are able to reward the
market more often, generating several benefits. One, you
are getting cash grain sold for harvest or the first of the
year. Secondly, at these values, these are very profitable
sales. Third, you still have more bushels to sell, so that IF

In the Field, On Your Farm, In your Community. We are
from here, work here, live here. Farmer’s Pride.
By Kevin Gonnerman
Risk Management Consultant, StoneX Financial

2021 Farmers Pride
Scholarship Winners
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Mason Mink Battle Creek

Rebecca Albrecht Pierce

Elly Kurpgeweit Battle Creek

Emily Fischer Plainview

Austin Hall Laurel Concord Coleridge

Jared Puls Norfolk

Garret Meier Pierce

Adam Echtenkamp Norfolk

I n t h e F i e l d , o n yo u r F a r m , i n yo u r C o m m u n i t y
www.farmerspridecoop.com

Jerome Irlmeier
Sales Manager

Creep Feed Thoughts

When to Deworm Your Cow Herd
• If you haven’t turned the pairs out and you didn’t deworm last
fall, then turnout is a good time to do so and then follow up
again in 6-8 weeks.
•

If you did deworm last fall, then you can wait until 6-8 weeks after turnout to deworm again.

•

If you have turned them out and did not deworm, then do so 6-8 weeks after you turned out.

•

In all cases, deworm this fall after a good hard freeze. Feeding PN 16-8-12 Safegard Mineral is simple and costeffective way to accomplish this.

Creep Feeding Thoughts
We are offering a calf creep contracting program for feeding now through September. Our standard products are PN
18% Distillers Creep B68 & PN 16% Calf Creep B68. Our creep feed is made locally in Norfolk. This gives us the
flexibility of custom formulating your creep feed to your specific needs. If your feed intakes are too high, we can change
the formula to keep your cost in line and efficiency where you want it to be. That is a great advantage. Let us help you
tailor a specific program for your herd. Give us a call and let’s get started!
Following are some thoughts to consider when feeding creep feed
•

When pasture quality and milk production is declining later in the grazing season

•

As part of a forage management program to conserve pasture or part of an early weaning protocol

•

Increase the pasture stocking rate

•

As part of a preconditioning program, creep feeding before weaning will help calves become accustomed to dry
feed as well as putting them in a positive vitamin/mineral status, therefore reducing risk of morbidity or mortality
at weaning

•

Prices for weaned calves dictate that it is economical to do so

•

Late calves are being pushed for a set market date

•

When the price discount is small for heavier-weight feeder calves

•

When large-frame calves are immediately placed on a high energy ration and destined for slaughter at 12 to 14
months of age

If you have any questions, please contact the office or one of the Consultants listed below.
Cody Sitz……………...402-750-4598			

Greg Schulze….402-750-3892

Chad Schomberg….402-750-3923				

Dan Stark……....402-360-1227

Stephen Wattier…..402-992-2892				

Office………………402-371-2040

Progressive Nutrition = The Leaders in Animal Nutrition
I n t h e F i e l d , o n yo u r F a r m , i n yo u r C o m m u n i t y
www.farmerspridecoop.com
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“We are a locally owned Agricultural Marketing Cooperative with the
mission of strengthening the well-being of Agricultural Producers,
Employees, and their Communities.”

Mark your calendars to attend the 2021 WinField
United Regional Answer Plot August 25th. This
western corn belt regional plot will address the latest
in crop production management, weed management,
hybrid selection and crop nutrient management.
Located at the junction of highway 275 and 121,
North of Battle Creek. AM and PM sessions.
Follow Farmers Pride on Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn to see updates, pictures, and other news!
Battle Creek • Bloomfield • Laurel • Pierce • Osmond • Plainview • Oakland
Ewing • Neligh • Oakdale • Newman Grove • Madison • Snyder • O’Neill

I n t h e F i e l d , o n yo u r F a r m , i n yo u r C o m m u n i t y
www.farmerspridecoop.com

